Unlocking our Coastal Heritage
Discovery Points
1 South Devon trail
The project involved creating three new interpretation
boards at 3 of our coastline car parks in South Devon –
Little Dartmouth, Mill Bay and Ayrmer Cove. This was
part of a larger plan to improve the visitor welcome and
experience in our car parks.
We carried out visitor research prior to the project in
2009 and discovered that interpretation panels were a
popular way of conveying countryside information in a non-intrusive way. Visitors rated
highly the importance of a good map and the desire to see some historical and wildlife
information.
The main panel would include a map with suggested routes and
facilities and help the visitor orientate and inspire themselves on
arrival. There would also be up to 3 stories we wanted to share
with visitors e.g. Seashore, Smugglers & Bronze age sites. These
were carefully selected to reflect the area and interests of visitors.
(This was a pilot board put up at South Milton Sands in 2009)

The design of the board also included 2
smaller inserts for A4 laminates which
could convey other seasonal or local
information e.g. events, ranger
newsletters, seasonal wildlife.

We initially hoped to create eight of these interpretation areas across our South & East
Devon car parks but due to a key member of staff going on maternity leave we had to
reduce this to a more realistic number of three on her return. We are however
committed to improving our visitor welcome and experience across our sites so we
hope to gradually increase these numbers.
We piloted one board before the start of the project at South Milton Sands and this has
proved popular with visitors and locals. Both groups enjoying the flexibility of
information we can provide.
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